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Drag-reducing riblets with fouling-release properties: development and testing
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ABSTRACT

The manufacture and preliminary testing of a drag-reducing riblet texture with fouling-control properties is presented. The commercial fouling-release product Intersleek® 11005SR was modified to manufacture riblet-textured coatings with an embossing technology. Hydrodynamic drag measurements in a Taylor–Couette set-up showed that the modified Intersleek® riblets reduced drag by up to 6% compared to a smooth surface. Barnacle settlement assays demonstrated that the riblets did not substantially reduce the ability of Intersleek® 11005SR to prevent fouling by cyprids of Balanus amphitrite. Diatom adhesion tests revealed significantly higher diatom attachment on the riblet surface compared to smooth Intersleek® 11005SR. However, after exposure to flow, the final cell density was similar to the smooth surface. Statically immersed panels in natural seawater showed an increase of biofilm cover due to the riblets. However, the release of semi-natural biofilms grown in a multi-species biofilm culturing reactor was largely unaffected by the presence of a riblet texture.

Introduction

The problem of biofouling accumulation on the surfaces of artificial structures is well documented (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 1952). Fouling has problematic consequences in the context of marine transport; the increased hull roughness associated with marine growth results in a significant increase in hydrodynamic drag and a reduction in vessel performance. Severe fouling can increase fuel consumption by 40% at cruising speed and can escalate overall voyage costs by 77% (Schultz 2007).

The scale of the problem is clear from the size of the global trading fleet that consisted of 58,000 vessels at the end of 2016 (Department for Transport 2017), and the significant fuel consumption of a single vessel, e.g. 100 t of bunker fuel per day for a very large crude carrier. Metrics for the period 2007–2012 suggest that the average annual fuel consumption for all shipping ranged between ~247 million and 325 million tonnes (Mt) of fuel with the associated average annual emission of carbon dioxide between 739 and 1135 Mt (Smith et al. 2015). The benefits of minimising hull roughness through the application and use of effective hull fouling control solutions are therefore obvious, namely reduced costs and emissions.

Over recent years, these benefits have been the principal motivating factors for the development of technologically sophisticated biocidal antifouling (AF) and non-biocidal fouling-release (FR) coatings (Yebra et al. 2004; Finnie and Williams 2010; Lejars et al. 2012). Such coatings help to preserve the smooth surface of the vessel hull, thereby minimising hydrodynamic drag.

A next significant challenge to researchers in this field is to design and formulate coating systems that maintain the desired fouling-control performance whilst additionally offering hydrodynamic benefits beyond those which are achievable from a smooth surface. For instance, the hydrodynamic drag in a turbulent flow can be reduced with the use of a riblet texture. This texture has been found on the scales of some shark skins and consists of ridges or riblets aligned with the mean flow direction (Dean and Bhushan 2010). A drag reduction of 8.2% has been obtained with a simplified geometry of trapezoidal grooves with wedge-like ribs (Bechert et al. 1997). Researchers from Fraunhofer IFAM developed a simultaneous embossing-curing technology to produce riblet-textured paints denoted as Dual-cure Riblets; maximum drag reductions of 5.2% and 6.2% have been measured in water and air, respectively (Stenzel et al. 2011).
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The utility of these riblet paints in under-water applications is however compromised by the absence of fouling-control properties. Investigations showed that micro-textured surfaces, including similar riblet designs, may reduce colonisation by certain biofouling organisms, such as barnacle cyprids (Berntsson et al. 2000; Ring 2000). However, many other fouling taxa are not deterred by surface topographies in the micrometre range. Organisms settling on the riblet-textured surface will have a detrimental effect on its drag-reducing performance; hence the need for fouling-controlling riblet textures. Addition of biocides to the non-eroding dual-cure paint formulation only provided limited protection against biofouling. After 12 months of static immersion the tested surfaces were overgrown with macrofouling since the biocide concentration in the near-surface coating layers was too low to maintain the AF effect (Stenzel et al. 2016).

One solution would be to produce a riblet coating using a material or surface that is already known to have good AF or FR properties. This work describes the design, synthesis and preliminary testing of a single synthetically engineered solution which effectively combines the fouling-control properties of the commercial FR product Intersleek® 1100SR with the drag-reducing properties of the riblet texture.

**Methods**

**Coating description and manufacturing**

An overview of the different coatings with their name, short description and application method is presented in Table 1. A more extensive description is given below, as well as details of the process for manufacturing the riblet surfaces.

**Dual-cure Riblets**

The general principle of the (automated) embossing-curing technology for painted Dual-cure Riblets is described by Stenzel et al. (2011) and Kordy (2015) and illustrated in Figure 1. The paint formulation is based on a combination of two separate curing mechanisms; to fix the microstructure, UV-curable acrylate binders were used, and to achieve good wear resistance polyurethane components were integrated for a post-curing step.

The riblet-textured coating surfaces in the present work were produced manually. A transparent silicone film carrying the negative of the micro-structure was used as an embossing tool. The dual-cure coating was applied to the silicone mould which was placed on the substratum. A self-adhesive PVC foil (Ritrama L-100) was used as the substratum in order to facilitate application to the Taylor-Couette cylinders (used for hydrodynamic testing, see the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coating name</th>
<th>Coating description</th>
<th>Coating application method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>Polydimethylsiloxane</td>
<td>Brush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual-cure Riblets</td>
<td>Riblet texture from the dual-cure paint formulation developed by Fraunhofer IFAM</td>
<td>Hydrodynamic drag measurements: applied to foil and foil glued to PMMA cylinders</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Intersleek® 1100SR | Commercial fouling-release coating developed by Akzo Nobel | Brushe | See below for Modified Intersleek® Riblets | Smooth or Modified Intersleek® Riblets
| Modified Intersleek® | Modification of Intersleek® 1100SR to make it compatible with the riblet manufacturing process | Laboratory fouling assays: doctor blade. Field immersion testing: either doctor blade on PVC and PVC glued to wooden panel. Hydrodynamic drag measurements: applied to foil and foil glued to PMMA cylinders. Laboratory fouling assays: applied to glass microscope slides. Field immersion testing: applied to Paint and Paint glued to wooden panel. |
| Modified Intersleek® Smooth | Modified Intersleek® applied as an untextured coating | Field immersion testing: either doctor blade on PVC and PVC glued to wooden panel. Laboratory fouling assays: applied to glass microscope slides. Field immersion testing: applied to Paint and Paint glued to wooden panel. |
| Modified Intersleek® Riblets | Modified Intersleek® applied as a riblet-textured coating | Laboratory fouling assays: doctor blade. Field immersion testing: either doctor blade on PVC and PVC glued to wooden panel. Hydrodynamic drag measurements: applied to foil and foil glued to PMMA cylinders. Laboratory fouling assays: applied to glass microscope slides. Field immersion testing: applied to Paint and Paint glued to wooden panel. |
| Modified Intersleek® Riblets normal or perpendicular to the flow used in biofouling removal tests | Modified Intersleek® aligned with or parallel to the flow used in biofouling removal tests | Laboratory fouling assays: doctor blade. Field immersion testing: either doctor blade on PVC and PVC glued to wooden panel. Hydrodynamic drag measurements: applied to foil and foil glued to PMMA cylinders. Laboratory fouling assays: applied to glass microscope slides. Field immersion testing: applied to Paint and Paint glued to wooden panel. |
| Modified Intersleek® Riblets aligned with or parallel to the flow used in biofouling removal tests | Modified Intersleek® aligned with or parallel to the flow used in biofouling removal tests | Laboratory fouling assays: doctor blade. Field immersion testing: either doctor blade on PVC and PVC glued to wooden panel. Hydrodynamic drag measurements: applied to foil and foil glued to PMMA cylinders. Laboratory fouling assays: applied to glass microscope slides. Field immersion testing: applied to Paint and Paint glued to wooden panel. |

Note: The terms “laboratory fouling assays” refer to three assays, namely barnacle settlement, diatom adhesion and ease-of-removal, and biofilm growth and release.
For curing, the samples were moved at slow speed (1.5 m min\(^{-1}\)) under a mercury vapour lamp which delivered 80 W cm\(^{-1}\) over the lamp length. Removal of the embossing tool then reveals the desired well-resolved structure transferred to the coating (Figure 2).

Texture characteristics were measured by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Zeiss EVO MA 10, 20 kV acceleration voltage, type I secondary electrons, 6.0/5.5 mm working distance, Carl Zeiss AG, Jena, Germany). Cryo-fractures using liquid nitrogen were made and the samples were sputtered with gold for 1 min at 25 mA. Figure 2a shows a SEM image of the Dual-cure Riblet texture. The riblet characteristics, defined in Figure 2 and measured by SEM, are spacing \( s = 91.7 \pm 1.3 \mu m \), height \( h = 42.4 \pm 0.5 \mu m \) and tip angle \( \theta = 41.5 \pm 0.9^\circ \). The mechanical coating properties were measured by a tensile test, and are specified with an elastic modulus of 125 MPa and a tensile strength of 8.5 MPa.

**Intersleek\(^*\) 1100SR**

Intersleek\(^*\) 1100SR is an advanced fluoropolymer FR coating that is free of biocides. It is primarily intended for commercial marine vessels and is designed to release marine biofilms even at low speeds. The technology provides a smooth, low-energy surface to which fouling organisms either cannot attach, or to which they adhere only loosely and can therefore easily be removed. In order to ensure maximum smoothness of the surface, it is important to strictly adhere to the application guidelines. For instance, the preferred method of application is airless spray, which is by far the most common method used in marine shipyards for application of paint to large areas.

**Modified Intersleek\(^*\)**

To produce coated foils with a riblet structure, the application scheme of Intersleek\(^*\) 1100SR was modified for three reasons, namely (1) to use self-adhesive PVC foil as the substratum, (2) to apply the coated foil to the curved surface of the Taylor–Couette cylinders (used for hydrodynamic testing, see the next subsection), and (3) to convert the Intersleek\(^*\) 1100SR finish from one optimised for airless spray application to one compatible with the riblet manufacturing process. The first two points were addressed by replacing the standard primer (Intershield\(^*\) 300) with Intersleek\(^*\) 7180; this had superior adhesion to PVC and it was sufficiently flexible to allow the coated film to be bent to a radius of 11.0 cm (matching the Taylor–Couette cylinders) without cracking. The third point required the modification of the Intersleek\(^*\) 1100SR coating system, as described below.

Initial attempts to prepare riblet surfaces from Intersleek\(^*\) 1100SR produced articles with poor fidelity. Specifically, the texture was poorly reproduced due to shrinkage on cure. In addition, the riblet-textured coating exhibited surface defects, which resulted from evaporating solvent and poor mould release. These issues were mainly attributed to the solvent content of the Intersleek\(^*\) 1100SR coating system, as described below.

![Figure 1. Schematic of the simultaneous embossing-curing technology developed by Fraunhofer IFAM (see also Kordy 2015).](image)

**Figure 1.** Schematic of the simultaneous embossing-curing technology developed by Fraunhofer IFAM (see also Kordy 2015).

![Figure 2. SEM images of the two different riblet-textured coating systems: Dual-cure Riblets (a) and Modified Intersleek\(^*\) Riblets (b). The inset defines three riblet characteristics, namely spacing, height and tip angle.](image)

**Figure 2.** SEM images of the two different riblet-textured coating systems: Dual-cure Riblets (a) and Modified Intersleek\(^*\) Riblets (b). The inset defines three riblet characteristics, namely spacing, height and tip angle.
formulation. Specifically, Intersleek® 1100SR is a three component formulation with mix ratios of nine volumes Part A to two volumes Part B to one volume Part C, and an overall volume solids of 72% ± 2% (ISO 3233:1998). Without the requirement for adequate sprayability, flow and levelling, a modified formulation was prepared where all the non-essential solvent was removed. Parts A and B were converted into 100% volume solid components. Part C was used without modification. With a new mix ratio of 10 volumes Part A to 0.4 volumes Part B to one volume Part C, the total volume solids of the mixed components was calculated as being 96%. This coating formulation is denoted as Modified Intersleek®. Its mechanical properties were measured with a tensile tester, and are specified with an elastic modulus of 0.87 MPa and a tensile strength of 0.84 MPa.

**Modified Intersleek® Riblets**
The Modified Intersleek® formulation was used to manufacture riblet-textured coatings. Embossing was performed with the same silicone moulds as for the Dual-cure Riblets. Prior to use for the Modified Intersleek®, the silicone moulds were subjected to a low-pressure plasma treatment which generates a thin (nm scale) organosilicon film (Release®PLAS) at the mould surface in order to achieve complete de-moulding of the Intersleek® coating. The coatings were conventionally cured at room temperature for 24 h before the mould was removed. The resulting textured coating is denoted as Modified Intersleek® Riblets. The quality of the riblet structure was investigated by scanning electron microscopy. Figure 2b shows a SEM image of the resulting texture. The riblet characteristics, defined in Figure 2 and measured by SEM, are spacing $s = 92.7 \pm 0.7 \mu m$, height $h = 42.4 \pm 0.5 \mu m$ and tip angle $\theta = 41.7 \pm 1.2^\circ$.

In addition to the foils for hydrodynamic testing, riblet surfaces were coated on to the surfaces of standard glass microscope slides ($76 \times 26$ mm) for laboratory fouling assays. Slides were produced with two riblet orientations: Flow Aligned (FA), with riblets running parallel to the long axis of the glass slide, such that they were aligned with the flow of water in biofouling removal tests (see below); and Flow Normal (FN), with riblets running parallel to the short axis of the glass slide, such that they were normal to the flow in biofouling removal tests.

**Hydrodynamic drag measurements**
Hydrodynamic drag of coated cylinders was measured with a Taylor–Couette facility at the TU Delft (Figure 3). It consists of two concentric cylinders of acrylic glass (Plexiglas, PMMA): an inner cylinder and an uncoated outer cylinder. The curved outer surface of the inner cylinder was either coated or uncoated; the top and bottom end plates were uncoated. The height of the cylinders was 21.7 cm for the inner cylinder and 22.0 cm for the outer cylinder. Small gaps (Von Kármán gaps) of about 1.5 mm were present between the bottom and top end plates of the two cylinders. The radius of the inner surface of the outer cylinder was 12.0 cm. The radius of the outer surface of the inner cylinder varied between 11.00 cm and 11.09 cm, depending on the radius of the uncoated cylinder and the thickness of the applied coating. The radial gap in between the cylinders (Taylor–Couette gap) had thus a

---

**Figure 3.** Taylor–Couette set-up at the TU Delft. (a) A cylinder with Dual-cure Riblets; (b) a cylinder with Modified Intersleek® Riblets; (c) a mounted inner cylinder with an uncoated surface. The outer cylinder (not shown here) is mounted on the brass bottom plate. (d) The fully mounted set-up before it is filled with water. The brass bottom and top plates of the outer cylinder are visible.
width between 0.91 and 1.0 cm. The Taylor–Couette gap and both Von Kármán gaps were filled with demineralised water.

The drag of the inner cylinder was determined from the torque on the inner cylinder measured with a co-rotating torque meter in the shaft. An infrared thermometer was used to determine the instantaneous temperature of the outer cylinder wall, which was then used to infer the instantaneous water temperature and viscosity. In a typical experiment of approximately 78 min, the fluid temperature rose 4–5°C. Before a coated cylinder was measured, it was soaked in demineralised water for at least two weeks to reduce the possibility that coating compounds (eg residual solvent) would contaminate the demineralised water in the Taylor–Couette set-up. Care was taken to remove air bubbles that could be present in the set-up. Measurements were performed at exact counter-rotation: the cylinders rotate in opposite directions with exactly the same surface speed. The cylinder speed was increased in 38 steps from 0 to about 4.6 m s⁻¹, such that the velocity difference (or shear velocity U_sh) between the surfaces of the two cylinders varied from 0 to 9.2 m s⁻¹. At each cylinder speed, shear measurements were taken at a sampling frequency of 2 kHz for 120 s. The average torque was determined from the last 100 s to ensure that the cylinders were moving at constant speed.

The measurement data were processed to obtain the drag coefficient C_d as function of the shear Reynolds number Re_s. They are defined as follows:

\[ C_d = \frac{\tau_w}{0.5 \rho U_{sh}^2} \]

\[ Re_s = \frac{U_{sh}d}{\nu} \]

with \( \tau_w \) the drag force per unit area (or wall shear stress) on the curved surface of the inner cylinder (computed from the measured torque), \( \rho \) the fluid density, \( U_{sh} \) the velocity difference between both cylinders (also called the shear velocity), \( d \) the radial gap width (cylinder and coating dependent, between 0.91 and 1.0 cm) and \( \nu \) the kinematic fluid viscosity (temperature dependent, approximately 10⁻⁶ m² s⁻¹ at 20°C). The following relation between Re_s and U_sh can be used as a rule of thumb: \( Re_s \approx 10^4 \cdot U_{sh} \).

To quantify the influence of the riblet coatings on the drag, the drag change DC is introduced. Let \( C_d^{smooth} \) represent the drag coefficient of a smooth (ie uncoated) cylinder, then DC is defined as:

\[ DC = \frac{C_d - C_{d}^{smooth}}{C_d^{smooth}} \]

It represents the change in drag as compared to the reference drag of a smooth cylinder. Drag increase corresponds with a positive DC, while drag is reduced when \( DC \) is negative. Both \( C_d \) and \( DC \) were computed from the measured torque following the methods described by Greidanus et al. (2015).

**Barnacle settlement assay**

Adult barnacles, *Balanus amphitrite (= Amphibalanus amphitrite)*, were cultured, induced to release nauplii and reared to the cyprid stage following the methods outlined in Hellio, Marechal et al. (2004), and Hellio, Simon-Colin et al. (2004), except that all stages were carried out in 32 psu artificial seawater (ASW; Tropic Marin, Wartenberg, Germany), and nauplii were reared on *Tetraselmis suecica*.

Barnacle settlement testing was carried out on coated glass microscope slides: three slides of Intersleek® 1100SR, seven slides of Modified Intersleek® Smooth and seven slides of Modified Intersleek® Riblets, along with six slides coated with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS; Dow Corning 3-0213, Dow Corning Corporation, Auburn MI, USA). All replicate slides were placed in quadriPERM dishes (Sarstedt, Nümbrecht, Germany) and a 500 µl droplet of 0.22 µm-filtered ASW was pipetted onto each slide surface. Twenty (+ 2) cypris larvae were added to the droplet in a minimal volume of ASW using a glass Pasteur pipette. Samples were then incubated at 28°C in conditions of high humidity, in the dark. The numbers of settled cyprids on each replicate were counted after 48 h.

**Diatom adhesion and ease-of-removal assay**

Six slides each of Modified Intersleek® Smooth, Modified Intersleek® Riblets FA, Modified Intersleek® Riblets FN, PDMS, uncoated glass, and four slides of standard Intersleek® 1100SR, were wetted in deionised water for 24 h and then transferred to 30 psu ASW for a further 24 h prior to testing. Cells of the diatom *Navicula incerta* were cultured in F/2 medium in 250 ml conical flasks, and harvested while in log phase growth (after three to four days). Cells were resuspended in 0.22 µm-filtered ASW and diluted to an optical density of 0.02 at 660 nm. Test slides were placed in quadriPERM dishes and 10 ml of diatom suspension were added to each dish compartment. Dishes were left in ambient light conditions at room temperature for 2 h to allow diatom settlement and adhesion. All slides were then gently rinsed by immersing the quadriPERM dishes in ASW and agitating them gently by hand. Cells were then incubated at 28°C in conditions of high humidity, in the dark. The numbers of settled cyprids on each replicate were counted after 48 h.
Biofilm growth and release testing

To assess the influence of the riblets on the fouling-control performance, surfaces were tested in a multispecies biofilm culturing reactor (Longyear 2014), colloquially known as the ‘slime farm’. This system consists of a recirculating artificial seawater system (temperature 22 ± 2°C, salinity 33 ± 1 psu, pH 8.2 ± 0.2) inoculated with a multispecies culture of wild microorganisms. The system mimics a semi-tropical environment whereby under controlled hydrodynamic and environmental conditions marine biofilms are cultivated and subsequently grown on coated test surfaces under accelerated conditions. Four coating types were assessed, namely Intersleek® 1100SR, Modified Intersleek® Smooth, Modified Intersleek® Riblets FA and Modified Intersleek® Riblets FN (Table 1). Surface samples, prepared on six glass microscope slides for each coating type, were placed in the system for 49 days to allow biofilm development on the surface.

After 49 days, the samples were removed and tested for biofilm release in a variable-speed hydrodynamic flow-cell. Specifically, the fouled microscope slides were mounted in the flow cell, and fully turbulent seawater was passed along the surfaces. The water velocity was increased incrementally from zero to 4.6 m s⁻¹ (1.5, 2.1, 2.6, 3.1, 3.6, 4.1 and 4.6 m s⁻¹), remaining constant at each speed for 1 min. Before each speed increment the slides were imaged and the amount of biofilm retained on the surface as a percentage of the total area (% cover) was assessed using image analysis software (ImageJ, version1.46r, Schneider et al. 2012). The percentage cover of biofilm was averaged across the six replicate slides, and mean percentage cover was compared between surfaces at each speed using ANOVA.

Field immersion testing

Immersion panels allow testing of fouling-control performance against a broad spectrum of marine biofouling organisms and environmental conditions. Six sample coatings were applied to 60 x 70 cm wooden panels with six replicates per coating, such that each panel consisted of an array of 6 x 6 coated squares. The positions of each test coating on each row of the panels were varied according to a ‘Latin square’ design. The panels were suspended vertically at Hartlepool Marina, UK (54°41′31.1″N 1°12′00.2″W, panel facing south) and Changi Sailing Club, Singapore (1°23′35.4″N 103°58′43.5″E, panel facing southeast) on 26 July 2017. They were fully immersed, such that the top of each panel was 50 cm below the water level. The six coating types (cf Table 1) were PDMS, Intersleek® 1100SR, Modified Intersleek® Smooth (brush applied), Modified Intersleek® Smooth (doctor-blade applied), Modified Intersleek® Riblets (orientation H) and Modified Intersleek® Riblets (orientation V). The riblet orientation on the vertically immersed panels is denoted with H or V, whereby horizontal (H) riblets are aligned side to side across the panel, whereas vertical (V) riblets are aligned from the top to the bottom of the panel.

High-resolution images were taken of each board after three weeks in Hartlepool, and after one and six weeks in Singapore. The degree of fouling was assessed by eye, evaluating the surface area covered by each category of fouling (microfouling, weed, soft bodied and hard bodied). The quantity of each fouling type was averaged across the six coating replicates on each panel. Mean percentage biofouling cover was compared between surfaces using ANOVA with Holm–Sidak pairwise tests.

Results

Hydrodynamic drag measurements

Figure 4a depicts the drag coefficient as function of the shear Reynolds number for three different smooth (ie uncoated) PMMA cylinders. The measurements were performed at different times of the year (so at different water temperatures); some cylinders were measured twice. The figure also shows a power law fit through the data, which yields the (new) baseline $C_d^{smooth} = 0.0165 Re_d^{0.245}$. This relation gives the reference drag of smooth cylinders, which is used to compute $DC$. The figure also displays a previously reported baseline $C_d^{smooth} = 0.0174 Re_d^{0.247}$ (Greidanus et al. 2015). The set-up has been slightly modified after their experiments, which presumably explains the small difference between both baselines. The drag change as a function of the shear Reynolds number for smooth cylinders is shown both in Figures 4b and 5a. The data are scattered around $DC = 0$.

The drag change for the Dual-cure Riblets (Figure 4b) and the Modified Intersleek® Riblets (Figure 5a) is very similar. The measurements are quite reproducible for
The maximum drag reduction is 6.3% for the Dual-cure Riblets and 6.2% for the Modified Intersleek® Riblets. Barnacle settlement assay

Barnacle cyprid settlement on all Intersleek® 1100SR surfaces (with and without riblets) was minimal (Figure 6a), despite high settlement on PDMS (~ 80%). The observed settlement on Modified Intersleek® Smooth was entirely composed of a small amount of settlement (14%) on one replicate. Similarly, only one replicate of the riblet-embossed coating showed any cyprid settlement, albeit at a somewhat higher level (59%).
Biofilm growth and release testing

Four surfaces were assessed, namely Intersleek® 1100SR, Modified Intersleek® Smooth, Modified Intersleek® Riblets FA (riblets parallel with the flow) and Modified Intersleek® Riblets FN (riblets perpendicular to the flow). The test surfaces all showed high levels of fouling, close to 100% cover, after 49 days of immersion in the biofilm culturing reactor. There was no significant variation among surfaces in percentage cover (ANOVA, F(3,20) = 1.797, p = 0.180).

All surfaces underwent biofilm removal testing in the flow cell (Figure 7). After exposure to a flow speed of 1.5 m s⁻¹ there was significant variation among coatings (ANOVA, F(3,20) = 4.445, p = 0.015); Intersleek® 1100SR, Modified Intersleek® Smooth and Modified Intersleek® Riblets FA all retained ~23–25% of biofilm, whilst Modified Intersleek® Riblets FN had ~58% of biofilm (Figure 8). This pattern remained after exposure to a flow speed of 2.1 m s⁻¹ (ANOVA using square-root transformed data, F(3,20) = 3.443, p = 0.036), but any variation after exposure to 2.6 m s⁻¹ was not statistically significant (ANOVA using square-root transformed data, F(3,20) = 1.923, p = 0.158). At a flow speed of 3.1 m s⁻¹ nearly all visible biofilm had been removed, with <2% remaining on any of the surfaces. At the maximum flow speed

Diatom adhesion and ease-of-removal assay

The initial density of adhered diatoms (without exposure to shear stress) varied significantly among surfaces (ANOVA, F = 28.334, p < 0.001). Modified Intersleek® Riblets FN had significantly greater diatom density (Figure 6b) than all other surfaces (Tukey test, p < 0.01), and the Modified Intersleek® Riblets FA surface had greater diatom density than the same formulation without the riblets (Tukey test, p < 0.01). Exposure to shear stress resulted in a significant reduction in diatom density on both surfaces (FA riblets, t = 6.383, df = 4, p < 0.01; FN riblets, t = 16.241, df = 4, p < 0.0001). There was no significant reduction in diatom density on either standard Intersleek® 1100SR (Welch’s t = 2.195, df = 1.5, p = 0.099) or Modified Intersleek® Smooth (t = –1.141, df = 4, p = 0.84). There was still significant variation among surfaces after exposure to shear (Figure 6c, ANOVA, F = 13.933, p < 0.001); glass had lower cell density compared to all Intersleek® 1100SR-based samples (Tukey tests, p < 0.01), but there were no significant differences in final cell density (post-shear) between any of the Intersleek® 1100SR variants (Tukey tests, p > 0.05).

Figure 6. Laboratory fouling assay results. (a) Mean proportion of barnacle (B. amphitrite) cyprids settled after 48 h on each surface type. The number of replicate microscope slides n was 7 for Modified Intersleek® with and without riblets, 6 for PDMS and 3 for Intersleek® 1100SR. Error bars are +95% confidence intervals. (b) Mean diatom (N. incerta) cell density for slides not exposed to hydrodynamic shear; (c) mean diatom cell density for slides exposed to shear (~38 Pa, 5 min). For (b) and (c) n = 2 for Intersleek® 1100SR and n = 3 for all other surfaces. All error bars are +95% confidence intervals.
was significant variation in percentage cover among the surfaces (ANOVA, \(F_{(5,30)} = 11.668, p < 0.001\)). Both riblet-embossed Intersleek®s had a higher percentage cover (> 80%) compared to unmodified Intersleek® 1100SR and brush-applied Modified Intersleek® Smooth (Holm–Sidak, \(p < 0.05\)), while having a similar percentage cover to PDMS (Holm–Sidak, \(p > 0.05\)). PDMS, however, had a greater percentage cover of weed compared to the riblet-embossed Intersleek®s (ANOVA, comparison of weed cover including only PDMS and the surfaces with riblets, (4.6 m s\(^{-1}\)) < 1% biofilm remained on any tested surface. Data for flow speeds of 3.1 m s\(^{-1}\) and greater were not analysed statistically because of extremely low levels of biofouling, and failure to meet necessary assumptions for statistical testing.

**Field immersion testing**

After three weeks in Hartlepool Marina, the surfaces were only fouled with microfouling and weed (Figure 9b). There was significant variation in percentage cover among the surfaces (ANOVA, \(F_{(5,30)} = 11.668, p < 0.001\)). Both riblet-embossed Intersleek®s had a higher percentage cover (> 80%) compared to unmodified Intersleek® 1100SR and brush-applied Modified Intersleek® Smooth (Holm–Sidak, \(p < 0.05\)), while having a similar percentage cover to PDMS (Holm–Sidak, \(p > 0.05\)). PDMS, however, had a greater percentage cover of weed compared to the riblet-embossed Intersleek®s (ANOVA, comparison of weed cover including only PDMS and the surfaces with riblets, (4.6 m s\(^{-1}\)) < 1% biofilm remained on any tested surface. Data for flow speeds of 3.1 m s\(^{-1}\) and greater were not analysed statistically because of extremely low levels of biofouling, and failure to meet necessary assumptions for statistical testing.

**Field immersion testing**

After three weeks in Hartlepool Marina, the surfaces were only fouled with microfouling and weed (Figure 9b). There was significant variation in percentage cover among the surfaces (ANOVA, \(F_{(5,30)} = 11.668, p < 0.001\)). Both riblet-embossed Intersleek®s had a higher percentage cover (> 80%) compared to unmodified Intersleek® 1100SR and brush-applied Modified Intersleek® Smooth (Holm–Sidak, \(p < 0.05\)), while having a similar percentage cover to PDMS (Holm–Sidak, \(p > 0.05\)). PDMS, however, had a greater percentage cover of weed compared to the riblet-embossed Intersleek®s (ANOVA, comparison of weed cover including only PDMS and the surfaces with riblets,
higher overall fouling cover on the riblet surfaces and PDMS, compared to the Intersleek® variants without riblets (ANOVA, $F_{(5,30)} = 20.279, p < 0.001$. Holm–Sidak tests: $p < 0.001$ for comparisons between riblet coatings and smooth Intersleek®s, $p > 0.9$ for comparisons between the two riblet orientations and PDMS, and $p > 0.9$ for comparisons between the different smooth Intersleek® variants). PDMS was, however, differentiated from the two riblet-embossed surfaces by a high proportional cover (61.7%) of hard animal biofouling (eg barnacles and tube-worms); at this time point there was no animal fouling on any of the Intersleek® variants.

After six weeks the pattern was broadly similar, with significant variation in the overall percentage cover among surfaces (ANOVA, $F_{(5,30)} = 26.264, p < 0.001$). Again, the surfaces were generally divided into two groups on the basis of percentage cover; the riblet surfaces and PDMS had higher percentage cover (> 80%), while standard Intersleek® 1100SR and brush-applied Modified Intersleek® Smooth had < 50% overall biofouling cover (Holm–Sidak, $p < 0.001$ for comparisons between riblet coatings and Intersleek® 1100SR/brush-applied Modified Intersleek® Smooth, $p > 0.5$ for comparisons between the two riblet orientations). Differences among surfaces were somewhat greater after deployment in Singapore (Figure 9a and c). After immersion for only one week, there was a significantly
orientations and PDMS, and $p = 0.566$ for comparison between Intersleek® 1100SR and brush-applied Modified Intersleek® Smooth). Doctor-blade-applied Modified Intersleek® Smooth had an intermediate level of fouling cover (67.3%). PDMS was again distinguished from the riblet surfaces by a high proportional cover of hard fouling organisms: 64.2% compared to <2% hard fouling on the riblet-embossed Intersleek® formulations. This is consistent with the trend observed in the barnacle settlement assays (Figure 6a).

**Discussion**

**Manufacturing**

The embossing-curing technology in principle allows the manufacturing of drag-reducing paints on large surfaces. Some of the remaining hurdles to full-scale application are the time and cost of paint application, the large-scale application to curved surfaces and performance degradation due to wear (Viswanath 2002). Wear might be especially a concern for the Modified Intersleek® Riblets. Whereas the Dual-cure Riblets were designed for durability with respect to airborne particulate erosion in aerospace applications, the Modified Intersleek® Riblets are softer and possibly more prone to damage than the Dual-cure Riblets. However, the particulate velocities are lower in maritime as compared to aerospace applications. In addition, previous Intersleek® coating systems have been sufficiently robust to survive use on commercial ships for multi-year in-service periods, such that erosion may not be a significant issue in practice.

**Hydrodynamic drag measurements**

The data for different cylinders with the same coating type show some scatter. This might be due to several factors such as: (1) uncertainty in the torque measurements (especially for low shear Reynolds number for which the torque is very small), (2) slight variations in the cylinder geometries, surface smoothness and coating thickness, (3) slight differences in alignment of the cylinders in the set-up, in particular slight variations in the heights of the Von Kármán gaps. The drag variation for $Re_{\text{tip}} > 3 \cdot 10^4$ is typically ± 1%, which is hence used as an estimate for the uncertainty of the drag measurements.

Instead of a smooth cylinder, unmodified Intersleek® 1100SR could have been used as the reference surface, since the as-applied untextured AF/FR coating would give the baseline drag in practice. For that reason, the drag of Intersleek® 1100SR coatings was also measured in the same Taylor–Couette set-up, but it was not significantly different from the drag of a smooth, uncoated surface. Hence, DC would not change if the reference drag was based on Intersleek® 1100SR. The uncoated cylinders were used for the baseline for three reasons, namely to compare the results with previous measurements by Greidanus et al. (2015), to save the effort of coating extra cylinders, and to limit the additional variability between the reference surfaces that would have been introduced by the coating application method.

The Dual-cure and Modified Intersleek® Riblets showed the same drag-reducing performance: the maximum drag reductions of 6.3% (Dual-cure) and 6.2% (Modified Intersleek®) are the same within the experimental uncertainty of ± 1 percentage point. Hence, the use of Modified Intersleek® to manufacture riblet coatings did not significantly compromise the drag-reducing potential of such textured coatings. Although the Modified Intersleek® Riblet surface is much softer compared to the Dual-cure Riblets, it is presumably stiff enough such that it does not significantly deform in the turbulent Taylor–Couette flow. The maximum drag reduction is about 6%, which is <7.8% reduction obtained by Bechert et al. (1997) for comparable riblets with a tip angle of 45 degrees. This is possibly due to the curved flow geometry in the Taylor–Couette set-up, which is different from the plane flow geometry in Bechert’s work. The figure of 6% drag reduction will need to be confirmed by future work, for example using flat plates.

**Barnacle settlement assay**

The riblet pattern did not appear to substantially reduce the ability of Intersleek® 1100SR to prevent fouling by cyprids of *B. amphitrite*, which is in agreement with previous work showing that a similar riblet pattern actually reduced settlement of barnacle (*B. improvisus*) cyprids (Berntsson et al. 2000). Settlement on the riblet-embossed Intersleek® surface seemed to be slightly increased relative to the smooth surface, but this was entirely the result of one replicate slide with some settlement; the other six replicates of the riblet surface had no settlement. Barnacles (including *B. amphitrite*) settle gregariously (Knight-Jones 1953; Clare and Matsumura 2000), and it is possible that settlement of a single barnacle (attaching, for example, to a surface defect or sample contaminant) could have induced settlement of multiple barnacles on a single replicate. However, given the inherent fouling-control properties of the Intersleek® 1100SR surfaces, it was not possible to induce enough settlement or growth of barnacles on the riblet surfaces to conduct any tests of the FR properties against juvenile and adult barnacles.

**Diatom adhesion and ease-of-removal assay**

The initial attachment density of diatoms was significantly higher on the riblet surfaces compared to smooth
Intersleek® 1100SR. However, after exposure to shear, the final cell density was very similar across all Intersleek® 1100SR surfaces, regardless of the presence or orientation of a riblet structure. This indicates that the additional diatoms present on the riblet surfaces were all removed under flow. Few diatoms were removed from the smooth Intersleek® surfaces by hydrodynamic shear, which is in agreement with previous literature indicating that N. incerta biofilms are highly tenacious on silicone-elastomer-based fouling-release coatings (Holland et al. 2004). This suggests that in addition to a similar density of strongly-adhered cells, the riblet coatings initially retained a higher density of more loosely adhered cells within the riblet pattern, which were then readily removed under shear stress.

For suitable applications (eg fast moving vessels) this may mean that the overall performance of Intersleek® 1100SR against diatoms is not worsened by the riblet pattern. However, for other applications (eg slower vessels) where shear stresses are not sufficient to remove the loosely attached cells, the riblet structure may increase the accumulation of diatomaceous biofilms, resulting in the loss of any hydrodynamic advantage conferred by the riblet pattern.

It is not clear why the FN riblet surfaces, in the absence of shear exposure, had a higher density of diatom cells compared to the FA riblet surfaces. The material used and the riblet pattern were the same, and the slides were treated identically during the diatom assay. However, the slides with the two riblet orientations were manufactured on different dates, so it is possible that there was some small difference in the paint or the manufacturing process. Since the density of cells after shear exposure was the same as for all the other Intersleek® surfaces, this difference did not have an important effect on the overall outcome.

**Biofilm growth and release performance and field immersion testing**

There was no significant difference in the resistance of the different Intersleek® formulations to colonisation by biofilms in the biofilm culturing reactor; the semi-natural biofilms covered almost 100% of all the slides.

Greater differentiation was observed in the field immersion tests. When brush-applied, the Modified Intersleek® formulation performed similarly to the unmodified Intersleek® 1100SR. The doctor-blade-applied version acquired more biofouling after three weeks in Hartlepool Marina or six weeks in Changi Marina. However, there was no difference between Intersleek® 1100SR and its modified variant in the release tests, indicating that the modifications to make the formulation compatible with riblet manufacturing did not reduce the biofilm release properties.

The addition of riblets appeared to somewhat reduce the fouling-control performance in the field tests. Surfaces with riblets generally acquired greater biofilm cover, and even a small amount of hard-animal fouling in Singapore. Although the riblet surfaces had similar fouling cover compared to PDMS, the fouling composition was different. The textured surfaces acquired less weed (Hartlepool) and less animal fouling (Changi) than PDMS. As weed and animal fouling have a considerable drag impact (Schultz 2007), the riblet-embossed surfaces would be expected to have an improved hydrodynamic performance compared to PDMS.

Riblets orientated parallel to the water flow direction (FA) demonstrated no reduction in the release of biofilm under shear when compared to Modified Intersleek® Smooth. There was a minor reduction in release performance when the riblets were orientated perpendicular to the flow direction (FN). However, the intended use of the riblets is aligned with the flow direction; riblets perpendicular to the flow yield a drag increase.

**Conclusions and future work**

This study shows that an existing FR coating can be modified to produce a structured drag-reducing surface without substantially compromising its short-term fouling-control or drag-reducing performance. The riblet pattern did not substantially increase barnacle settlement, although diatom adhesion and field immersion tests did demonstrate that riblets can facilitate the growth of biofilms compared to untextured surfaces. When exposed to flow, however, differences in FR properties were not observed.

Future work should focus on the potential benefit of modified Intersleek® riblets to moving vessels. There is no obvious advantage to the use of riblets under stationary conditions, as these can increase settlement and growth of biofilms. In addition, riblets are designed to reduce the drag in turbulent flow, which requires motion of the riblet surface through a fluid. In turn, the accumulation of fouling might also be different when the vessel is sailing at the specific speed for which the riblets are drag-reducing.

The design and practical application of optimised riblet coating systems to commercial ships still presents a number of obvious challenges and the maximum drag reduction of 6% seen for riblet coatings under controlled laboratory conditions may therefore not be achieved in practice. Nevertheless, even a small reduction in drag will potentially provide significant economic and environmental benefits.

It is especially important to investigate whether the texture would stay clean and intact during normal use on an
appropriate vessel. If the texture is rapidly lost through fouling or wear, then the drag-reducing properties will be lost as well and the application of riblets would not be beneficial. Demonstration of the long-term stability and FR performance of the riblet-textured Modified Intersleek* under in-service conditions is the next logical step towards the implementation of the technology for shipping applications, which may contribute to meeting the IMO requirements on emissions reduction on ships.
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